
 

 

 

 

 

1. Product Name  

Body Roller  

2. Product Code 
 

22083 
 

3. Colour 
 
Available in red, green and blue – please specify colour choice when ordering.  

4. Brief Description 

Provides deep pressure as the child crawls between the rollers for additional sensory input. In a similar way to 

babies being calmed by swaddling and being wrapped tightly in a blanket, deep pressure can be soothing and 

relaxing.  

5. Contents  

1 x Squeezer (supplied already assembled)  

 

 



6. Snoezelen® Stimulations  

 Touch  

7. Best Use 

For use by a suitably qualified professional, in a safe place on a flat, stable surface. For indoor use only.  

8. Compatible ROMPA® Products 

22086 Elastic Straps for Body Roller -Set of 2  

22087 Wooden Elastic Anchor Points for Body Roller -Set of 2  

ROMPA® offer a range of Sensory Integration equipment such as safety mats, swings, gliders, nets, 

bolsters etc. Please visit www.rompa.com for details about our full range.  

9. Starting Up 

 Please check equipment immediately for any damage that may have resulted during shipping. If any 

damage has occurred, please contact ROMPA® immediately.  

 Risk assess the environment in which the Body Roller is to be used. Consider the space required to 

access the equipment and roll out of the other side safely without obstructing walkways or entrances 

doors etc. and away from any objects that the user may potentially collide with such as walls and/or 

furniture. Consider the use of head protection, mats under and around the area where the 

equipment is to be used.  

http://www.rompa.com/


10. Detailed Description 

 Provides deep pressure as the child crawls between the rollers for additional sensory input. In a similar 

way to babies being calmed by swaddling and being wrapped tightly in a blanket, deep pressure can be 

soothing and relaxing.  

 Deep pressure is especially beneficial for children with ASD and ADHD, and can help reduce tactile 

defensiveness in those who cannot tolerate being touched (hypersensitivity or over sensitivity to touch).  

 Providing appropriate sensory input through a product like this Roller may reduce self-stimulation and 

self-harming amongst children craving deep pressure. Moving through the rollers can help with motor 

planning, and can be used as part of imaginative play.  

 Tension and pressure are easily adjusted to each user's specific needs – you can choose the appropriate 

level of proprioceptive feedback for your child. The rolls are fully padded which helps the child to relax.   

11. Safety 

 Always supervise the use of this product. 

 This product is not a toy. Any activity involving suspension, motion, pressure, weight or rotation may 

cause serious injury. This product is intended for use under the supervision of trained professionals.  

 The maximum user weight limit of this product is 136kg (300lbs)  

 This equipment is intended for professional clinical use only under supervised conditions by a trained 

specialist. Use without proper supervision or knowledge is potentially dangerous and should not be 

undertaken or permitted. Before using these products, make sure that you know your limitations and 

that of your equipment.  

 Client safety is dependent on the appropriate choice of activity to match, yet challenge physical 

ability.  

 The layout of the activity area, proper installation and maintenance of this equipment is critical-use 

this product appropriately and safely.  

 Do not use or store outside.  

 Take time to familiarize yourself with the use and maintenance of this equipment before using and 

file these instructions in an accessible location. These instructions must be read and familiar to 

anyone who is using this equipment.  

 Regular maintenance checks and cleaning are essential for the safe use of this equipment. Check all 

points where movement occurs for wear of any kind. All wear points should be checked regularly 

and recorded on the maintenance checklist enclosed to monitor their condition. If any part is loose, 

damaged or functioning incorrectly, discontinue use immediately.  

 The user should not be left unattended whilst using the Body Roller. Always ensure a responsible 

adult or carer is in attendance. 

 The carer should be familiar with the methods of adjustment and have completed all adjustments 

appropriately before use. 

 Always keep this product away from naked flames, cigarettes and sources of heat including open 

fireplaces, radiators, heaters etc.  

 The product is ONLY to be used on a flat level surface. 

 DO NOT fit parts of accessories of other manufacturers to this product or attempt repairs. 

 Use a safety helmet and wall/floor mats of an appropriate thickness as appropriate. 

 Allow plenty of room around the squeezer to allow clients to safely enter and exit the Rollers. 

 

 



12. Technical Specification 

 Equipment Weight: 32kg  

 User weight limit: 136kg (300lb)  

 Size: 100L x 75W x 58cmH  

 Materials: Phthalate free PVC, Birch Plywood, Polyurethane Foam, HDPE Plastic, Shock Cord, Copper, 

Mid steel, Nylon 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

  
 



 

13. Installation  

 

 Please take note of any instructions on the packaging/box when opening.  

 Once the body roller has been carefully unpacked, please check all parts.  

 If any part is loose, damaged or functioning incorrectly, please contact us immediately.  

 Always turn hand wheels, levers and screws clockwise to tighten and anti-clockwise to loosen.  

 Setting up and adjusting the Body Roller: The pressure of the rear rollers can be adjusted to three 

different levels, by positioning the elastic straps (A) to the desired setting (B). Ensure the elastic 

straps are securely positioned before use and that each side strap is set to the same setting. Please 

refer to the diagram on page one of these instructions.  

14. Care and Maintenance  

 Check for client allergies before using any cleaning products  

 Regular cleaning is advised.  

 Clean upholstery and wooden parts with a damp cloth and mild detergent.  

 Stubborn marks on the woodwork should be cleaned by using a soft brush.  

 Do not soak or immerse the product in water  

 Store the product in a cool, dry place out of direct sunlight.  

 Do NOT use bleach, solvents, abrasives, synthetic detergents, wax polishes, antibacterial  

 sprays or wipes.  

 Daily maintenance checks of all parts to check that they are operating properly is essential. 

Check the product daily for damage or loose components. Check daily that the structure of the 

product has no signs of damage or wear and tear.  

 Keep all parts clean.  

 Use and store in a dry environment.  

 

 
Note: please ensure that the Body Roller is transported and moved around carefully and properly by 
lifting it by its sides. The top roller should not be used, under any circumstances, to transport/push or 
move the product around as this will cause damage to the bungees and will invalidate your warranty. 
 

 

15. Troubleshooting  

Not applicable  

Further copies of these instructions can be downloaded at www.rompa.com. We hope you find our 

instructions invaluable. If you have any suggestions for improving them further your comments will be 

greatly received – please contact us at producthelp@rompa.com  

BODY ROLLER 22083, August 2019 

Copyright ROMPA® Ltd  
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